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Even if your girl is crying...
You don't even care
Is that ok with you?

The beautiful night sky is watching you
Always your way is dirty

Even if your babe is my friend
Can you love me?
Hey, she's looking for you

The beautiful night sky is watching you
But I can't stop loving you

Chikatetsu orite hoshi wo
Sora ni kuchibeni wo hiite
Stepping off the subway, I count the stars
trailing my lipstick in the sky

Juwaki no mukou anata no koe ga
Sasotte iru wa Hey bad boy x2
"I'll get down..."
On the other end of the phone,
your voice invites me...

I can't imagine how I love you
You truly love me so much, you know

Even if your baby is crying...
You don't even care
Is that ok with you?

Even if my friend is crying...
I don't care
Babe, I can't stop loving you

ASUFARUTO kara tachinoboru kage
Mayonaka ni yameta TAKUSHII
A shadow that rises from the road
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A taxi that stopped in the middle of the night

Ai shite wa dame to kizuitemo
Mou modorenai Hey bad boy
Even if I realize that I shouldn't love you,
I won't turn away anymore

Naze motomeru no? Toikaketa te ni
KISU shite anata wo matta
Why do I want you?
I waited for you, who kissed my questioning hand

1,000,000 (hyakuman) DORU no houseki yori mo
Anata ga hoshii Hey bad boy x2
"Come on now"
I want you more than a $1,000,000 jewel

Hey bad boy

Akai PANPUSU oreta kakato wo
Nigirishimete inotta
I held on tight to the broken heel
of my red pumps & prayed

Juwaki no mukou anata no koe ga
Sasotte iru wa Hey bad boy
On the other end of the phone,
your voice invites me...

Moshimo hontou ni kite kureta nara
Kakugo suru to chikau wa
If you really come for me,
I vow to make up my mind

Chikazuku ashioto ni furikaeru
Hayaku kuchizukete my boy
Hey bad boy
"Come on now..."
I turn around to the approaching footsteps
Hurry up & kiss me, my boy...
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